Entire warehouse equipped
Linde customers can now perform logistics tasks in the warehouse using lithium-ion technology. Battery, battery management
function, and charger have been designed as a complete system and communicate with each other via CAN.

The expanded range of lithium-ion models from Linde encompasses pallet stackers and double stackers in the load range of 1,2 t to 1,6
t, which are available either as pedestrian trucks or as models with foldable or fixed stand-on platform (Photo: Linde Handling)
Many industrial truck operators consider switching from lead-acid batteries to lithium-ion technology when it comes to investing in new trucks. This is
due to the numerous advantages this technology offers: rapid (intermediate) charging, no battery changes, performance due to energy density and
constant power output, long battery life, and freedom from maintenance. 30 other warehouse trucks were added to the portfolio of Linde Material
Handling (Germany) – including pallet stackers, double stackers, order pickers, and reach trucks. Customers can now fulfill the majority of logistics
tasks in the warehouse with li-ion variants.
More specifically, the expanded range of lithium-ion models encompasses pallet stackers and double stackers in the load range of 1,2 t to 1,6 t, which
are available either as pedestrian trucks or as models with foldable or fixed stand-on platform. In addition, the product spectrum includes low-level
order pickers with a 2,0-t load capacity and reach trucks in the load range of 1,0 t to 2,5 t.
To make the most of the performance advantages offered by this battery technology, the individual components – battery, battery management
function, and charger – have been designed by Linde as a complete system and communicate with each other via CAN network. “The battery
management system monitors and controls the battery and ensures that it always operates in the optimal performance range,” said Christoph
Englert, Product Manager Industrial Trucks at Linde. The entire package comes with a CE mark, and the batteries have been extensively tested and
feature a multiple protection system.

The Linde R10 B to R25 reach trucks with a chassis width of 1,270 mm are now available as li-ion versions (Photo: Linde Handling)
According to the load capacity of the pallet stackers, double stackers, and order pickers, which operate in the 24-V range, there are four battery sizes
available, ranging from 1,8 kWh to 9,0 kWh. For the reach trucks, which operate on a voltage of 48 V, battery sizes of up to 39,2 kWh are on offer.
Each battery can be combined with three different chargers – depending on how often and for how long (intermediate) charging is possible and what
demands customers make regarding recharging speed. In the best of cases, it takes just 70 minutes for the li-ion battery pack to fully recharge.
Together with the pre-existing models, such as low-level order pickers and tow tractors, all key areas of application in the warehouse can now be
covered using lithium-ion technology: from truck ramp to goods storage and retrieval in the high-rack warehouse, from order picking to the provision
of goods for shipping. “Our range now includes lithium-ion options for all of the highest-volume segments in warehouse technology, which means that
we have taken a decisive step on our way to becoming a full-range provider for this battery technology,” Englert added. “We’re receiving extensive
positive feedback from our customers regarding long-term operation. In particular, they are full of praise for the batteries’ steady voltage output
which is constant right up until complete discharge and they are extremely satisfied with the high level of availability as this allows them to benefit
from higher performance and reduced costs.”
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